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November 13, 2019 

TO: ALL BIDDERS UNDER ITB No. 19-101173, Porter Sanford Modernization 
Upgrade 

FROM: Department of Purchasing and Contracting, DeKalb County, Georgia 

ADDENDUM NO. 2 

Invitation To Bid (ITB) No. 19-101173, Porter Sanford Modernization Upgrade is hereby 
amended as follows: 
 
1. We have received questions pertaining to this Invitation To Bid. The questions and their 

resulting answers appear below: 
A. Question: Am I putting down a price for each line item on the bid, or just the total 

amount for the whole project? 
 

Answer:  Yes, price each line item and calculate total price as indicated on the Price 
Schedule.   

B. Question: Am I safe to assume that the County is Tax Exempt? 
 

Answer:  Yes, the County is Tax Exempt. 
 

C. Question: Is DeKalb County going to provide a detailed scope of work that defines 
performance standards and specifications?   
 

Answer:  The performance standards and specifications are listed within the ITB. 
Please refer to page 22 (II) Minimum Qualification Requirements and pages 
23-25, the Price Schedule section for specifications. 

 
D. Question: Will DeKalb County be issuing drawings that show signal flow and  

equipment locations? 
 

Answer:   Please refer to the drawings that have been uploaded to the Website in 
Addendum No. 1 for existing equipment locations. The final locations for 
the new equipment will be determined once the award has been given. 

  
E. Question: Do you know the height of the ceiling speakers in the lobby area? 

 
Answer:   Please refer to the drawings document.  
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F. Question:  Can the equipment to be removed be donated to a church that has a need for 
it? 
 

Answer:  No 
 

G. Question: Do you know if any electrical work will have to be included in the bid? 
Such as adding in additional outlets on the stage area for the Dynacord 
Amplifier. The Dynacord needs a 32a mains connector and I doubt that the 
theatre has one already.  

 
Answer:   Yes, bidder should include the electrical work needed within the cost for the 

install within those line items.  
 

H. Question: Should I reach out to an electrician and have them add it to the bid even 
though I don’t see that line item on the list?  

 
Answer:   Yes, bidder should include the electrical work needed within the cost for the 

install within those line items. 
 

I. Question: What are these items below 1-4? They seem like vendor specific training 
and warranty parts? Can we please have these items further elaborated on 
in the scope of work? 
 
1.) PCGU New 900-999 24 

Month Upgraded Warranty 
2.) PCGU NEW 400-499 24 

Month Upgraded Warranty 
3.) Factory Sound System 

Tuning From BOSCH 
4.) DLIVE Console Setup and 

Training 
 
Answer:  They are manufacturer’s warranties and training components. Bidders may 

reach out to the manufacturers to confirm warranty and training 
information.  Also, bidders may submit an equivalent alternate to what is 
listed in the solicitation. 
 

J. Question: Will a detailed scope that outlines what DeKalb County wants the list of 
equipment to do be provided?  The scope will help define the labor part of 
the project and defines what the expectation is, so that the chosen AV 
Vendor and Dekalb County have a common document with clear 
expectations. 
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